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ABSTRACT 

The key to an efficient parameterization method in airfoil design optimization is to control aerodynamic shape 
accurately with as few parameters as possible. Due to the disadvantages of traditional parameterization methods, such as 
plentiful variables and inflexible deformation, the Free-form Deformation (FFD) technique is getting attention. This work 
explores the capabilities of FFD applying in airfoil parameterization and design optimization by comparing with classical 
methods including B–splines and Class–Shape Transformation (CST). Firstly, a transonic airfoil RAE2822 is 
parameterized by three methods and their fitting errors are examined. Furthermore, numerical simulations are performed 
and the results are validated by comparison with experimental data. Finally, the surrogate-based optimization using Kriging 
model and genetic algorithm is carried out separately with each parameterization method. The results show that FFD can 
achieve flexible and accurate deformation with the least parameters. Moreover, the reduction of design variables accelerates 
convergence of optimization, thereby improving design efficiency. Among the optimized airfoils, FFD method achieves 
the greatest improvement on lift coefficient. Therefore, the capability of FFD method applying in aerodynamic design 
optimization is demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 
Airfoil optimization design plays a key role in the process of aircraft aerodynamic design. As one of the components 

of aerodynamic shape optimization (ASO), parameterization methods define and control the profile of airfoil throughout 
the optimization. After parameterizing, the shape of airfoils is represented by a number of design variables. The amount of 
these variables determines the design space during optimization, which has significant impact on convergence and 
computational cost. Thus an efficient parameterization method requires to handle detailed deformation with as few 
variables as possible. 

One of the classical methods to reduce the number of design variables is using typical splines and polynomials to 
describe airfoil profiles. For spline approaches, Bezier, B–spline and Non–Uniform Rational B–spline (NURBS) are 
commonly used. Rajnarayan’s study shows that B–spline can represent NACA 4-series and especially accommodate 
progressive design through knot insertion (Rajnarayan et al., 2018). Lim and Kim adopted B–spline method in an adaptive 
hybrid strategy for evolutionary multi-objective algorithms(Lim and Kim, 2019). Eight control points are set to describe a 
transonic airfoil and six variables are defined for optimization. Sun et al. employed NURBS on NACA241 and S825 airfoil 
and the result of optimization validates its high efficiency and precision (Sun et al., 2020). Another approach is the Class–
Shape Transformation (CST), which parameterizes perturbations to the shape (Kulfan and Bussoletti, 2006). Wu et al. 
applied CST in optimization for drag minimization of RAE2822 airfoil (Wu et al., 2019). Several levels of design 
parameters number are compared. The comparison shows that the reduction of design parameters is beneficial optimization 
convergence. Magrini presents an aerodynamic optimization of morphing leading edge based on CST. The method appears 
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suitable for the requirement that varying a portion of initial body while maintaining smoothness in the joint (Magrini and 
Benini, 2018). Achleitner et al. implement the CST parameterization of an airfoil with five shape function parameters each 
on bottom and top side (Achleitner et al., 2018). 

Recently, Free-form Deformation (FFD) has been widely used in aerodynamic shape optimization due to its good 
continuity and smoothness. Its main idea is embedding the body into a control volume, and deforming them simultaneously 
by moving the lattice of the volume. Li et al. achieves a shape optimization of an entire blended-wing-body underwater 
glider using FFD with 580 variables (Li et al., 2020), which is a quite large number. For each optimization case the lift-
drag ratio improved 1.9%~2.5%, identifying the flexibility of FFD. Amoiralis and Nikolos compare FFD with B–spline on 
inverse airfoil design (Amoiralis and Nikolos, 2008). The experimental results demonstrated that FFD performs well even 
with a small number of design variables. Li et al. proposed a mesh deformation method based on FFD and realize 3D 
parameterized mesh deformation (Li et al., 2019). The proposed method replaces geometry regeneration and re-meshing 
process during optimization and maintains grid quality. The optimization results show benefit for improving efficiency. 

In this study, the FFD method is compared with traditional parameterization technique including CST and B–spline. 
Firstly, their fitting abilities are examined by parameterizing a transonic airfoil RAE2822. Unlike the CST and B–spline, 
FFD avoids fitting original profile and deforms the shape straight. Thus FFD is implemented to transform the original 
RAE2822 into another airfoil SC1095, while CST and B–spline are used to fit the original shape in order to compare their 
fitting error. Furthermore, each method is applied in aerodynamic optimization so as to demonstrate their adaptability in 
ASO. The numerical model on RAE2822 is established at first and its fidelity is validated by experimental data. Then a 
surrogate-based optimization (SBO) involving each parameterization method is carried out separately. The convergence 
and optimized shape are analysed in detail. 

METHODOLOGY 

Free-from Deformation 
Free-Form deformation originated in the field of computational graphics, proposed by Sederberg and Parry in 1986 

(Sederberg and Parry, 1986). The method assumes that the object of interest is elastic and is prone to deform under external 
forces. To implement deformation, the object is first embedded in a control volume. Then a mapping between the control 
volume and object is established according to a certain basis function. The control volume is composed of lattices which 
are called control points. By moving the control points the shape of the control volume changes. Thereby the deformation 
of an object is also realized determined by the mapping between them. 

According to the different basis functions used, FFD methods include the Bernstein based FFD method, B-spline based 
FFD method and Non-Uniform Rational B–spline (NURBS) based FFD method. Though, for different basis functions, the 
Cartesian coordinates x (s, t, u) can be written in a familiar form: 
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where s, t, u are local coordinates under control volume, 0 , , 1s t u  . Pijk are the coordinates of the control points. The 
number of control points in the three directions are l, m and n, respectively. 

For Bernstein basis function, which is adopted in this study, ( )R  is written as: 
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When the displacement ΔPijk is applied to the control points, the displacement Δx(s, t, u) can be represented by: 
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Note that once the local coordinates of each x(s, t, u) is decided, their value is unchanged and irrelevant to ΔPijk during 
deformation. Therefore Eqn.(3) can be simplified as: 

 ( , , )Δ ( , , ) Δ ijkB s t ux s t u P  (4) 

The FFD method does not concern the original shape of the object, since it deforms by moving the lattices of the 
control volume instead of directly displacing the surface. FFD does not need to fit the initial shape, thereby it can be used 
on arbitrarily complex shapes while maintaining continuity and smoothness. The strong deformability of FFD makes it 
require fewer parameters in parameterization, thus reducing the computational cost during further optimization.  

The FFD parameterization process of RAE2822 is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, a control volume is placed around the 
initial shape. Then the local coordinates corresponding to each point on the surface is calculated. For a parallelepiped 
control volume as shown in Figure 1, the local coordinates can be calculated as: 
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where x0 is the origin point of control volume, S, T, U are the three direction vector, respectively. 

 

Figure 1 RAE2822 FFD deformation process. (Blue surface: original profile; orange surface: deformed 
profile. Yellow lattices: original control points; Purple lattices deformed control points)  

For an arbitrary control volume, applying the Newton method (Coquillart, 1990) can achieve the approximate solution 
of local coordinates. Once the control volume is deformed, the new shape of profile is obtained by Eqn.(3). 

In order to validate the deforming ability and accuracy of FFD technique, we set FFD control volume around an initial 
RAE2822 and transformed it into another SC1095 airfoil by moving certain control points. As shown in Figure 2, there are 
5 control points set along x direction and 2 points in y direction. Then the local coordinates of surface points on RAE2822 
is obtained according to Eqn.(5). By applying proper displacement in y direction on each control point, a new control 
volume is obtained and the profile is deformed targeting SC1095. Figure 3 presents the error between deformed profile and 
target SC1095 along the chord. A typical wind tunnel tolerance (WTT) is also shaded in the figure, according to Kulfan’s 
work (Kulfan and Bussoletti, 2006). The fitting error along most of the chord is less than the typical WTT except for several 
points near leading edge. Thus the deformation by FFD is acceptable. 

 

Figure 2 Transforming the original RAE2822 into SC1095 using FFD method. (Blue: original FFD 
control volume; green: original RAE2822; “+”: target SC1095 scatters; red: deformed control volume; 

orange: deformed SC1095) 

 

Figure 3 Fitting error between deformed profile and target SC1095 
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Class–Shape Transformation 
Class–Shape Transformation (CST) method combines a class function and a shape function to represent airfoils. The 

class function is used to define the general type of airfoil, which serves as a basic shape. The shape function is to modify 
the basic shape formed by class function, so as to generate a specific airfoil. Researchers point out that the CST method 
can use fewer parameters to describe an airfoil since the basic curve of class function is similar to typical airfoil profiles 
even without adjusting shape function parameters (Lane and Marshall, 2009). 

In CST method, an airfoil can be represented by a class function C(ψ) and a shape function S(ψ): 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) Δ TEζ ψ C ψ S ψ ψ ζ   (6) 

where ζ = y/c, ζ = x/c; c is airfoil chord; ζTE is the trailing edge height. The class function C(ψ) is defined as: 

 1 2(1( ) )N NC ψ ψ ψ  (7) 

For different N1, N2, the class function achieves several types of basic profile, as shown in Figure: 
(1) N1 = 0.5, N2 = 0.5, round nose/ round aftbody; 
(2) N1 = 0.5, N2 = 1.0, NACA airfoil; 
(3) N1 = 0.75, N2 = 0.25, low drag projectile; 
(4) N1 = 0.75, N2 = 0.75, Sear-Haack body; 

 

Figure 4 Basic airfoil shapes with different N1, N2  
In general, the shape function S(ψ) can be defined by a weighted sum of Bernstein polynomials of order n: 
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where n is the order of Bernstein polynomials (n = 4 in this study); Ai is the weight factors. Ai can be calculated by least-
square method during fitting original shape. Then a new shape of airfoil can be obtained by controlling Ai. 

B-spline 
A B-spline of degree k can be represented as: 
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where pi is a B–spline control point; Bi,k is k-degree B–spline basis function. This study selects k = 3. Bi,k can be derived 
from the de Boor-Cox recursion formula: 
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where ti is the knots. Each B–spline basis function is a k-degree polynomial determined by knot vector 1
0{ }n k

i it  
T . 

There are several algorithms to calculate T (Liang et al., 2017). 
To compare the fitting ability, CST and B–spline are used to fit an initial profile of RAE2822. Specifically, in CST 

method, we set N1 = 0.5, N2 = 1.0 in the class function to achieve a basic NACA airfoil. For the shape function, 5 parameters 
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Ai are used for the upper and lower face of airfoil, respectively. Meanwhile, 12 B-spline control points are placed around 
the profile, as shown in Figure 5. 

  

(a) CST (b) B-spline 

Figure 5 Fitting the initial shape of RAE2822. 
The fitting error at each point along the chord at both upper and lower face is presented in Figure 6 together with the 

typical wind tunnel tolerance. Over most position except leading edge, both methods achieve similar fitting accuracy with 
an error less than 0.0005. At leading edge, the fitting error of B–spline becomes the largest, while that of CST is much less 
on the contrary. Part of the reason is that for the RAE2822 with a round leading edge, the B–spline curve might not fit 
circle very well. Whereas the basic shape of class function in CST can describe the NACA series airfoil with a front circle 
and a rear tip straight. Compared with FFD’s result in Figure 3, all these methods are capable of similar level of fitting 
abilities. Their fitting errors to the target aerofoil are within the typical WTT in general, while the error of CST near leading 
edge is less than that of B–spline and FFD. 

 

Figure 6 Fitting error of initial shape using CST and B-spline  

AERODYNAMIC SHAPE OPTIMIZATION 
In order to further compare the performance of above parameterization methods in aerodynamic optimization, a 

surrogate-base optimization (SBO) is carried out on RAE2822 applying the FFD, CST and B–spline, respectively. The 
process of a SBO is shown as Figure 7. An original shape is first parameterized using the above three methods. In this way 
the design variables (DVs) related with geometry can be determined. Then according to the number and range of design 
variables, a design of experiment (DoE) process is carried out to generate samples and geometries. The aerodynamic 
performance of these samples are obtained by CFD simulation, thus a training set including input and output data for 
surrogate model is established. Based on a well-trained Kriging model, a genetic algorithm (GA) optimization can be 
accomplished to achieve an optimized aerofoil with higher aerodynamic performance. 

 

Figure 7 Surrogate-base optimization (SBO) framework  
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Numerical Model 
Firstly, the numerical model needs to be validated, so as to it can provide reliable simulation results for the subsequent 

optimization.  
The simulation state is set as benchmark aerodynamic cases (Iuliano, 2017). The flow condition is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Simulation flow condition of RAE2822 
Ma Angle of attack (AOA) Re 

0.734 2.79° 6.5106 
We use ANSYS Fluent to solve the 2-D steady Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. SST k-ω 

turbulence model is selected. The first layer height is set to 10-5 times the chord length such that y+<1. The boundary of the 
domain is about 25 times chord length from the airfoil. In order to undertake grid sensitivity, three levels of grid sizes are 
set and computed. Table 2 shows the simulated aerodynamic performance including lift and drag coefficients (Cl, Cd) 
compared with experimental results (Iuliano, 2017). Moreover, the results of airfoil fitted by CST and B–spline are also 
listed for comparison with original RAE2822. Since FFD method has no need to fit original profile, its results are the same 
with RAE2822. 

Table 2 Grid sensitivity study of original RAE2822 and fitting geometry by CST and B–spline 
Mesh Nodes Number of Cells Cl Error Cd Error 

Experiment — — 0.8030 — 0.0168 — 
Level 1 120500 60,000 0.7794 2.94% 0.0178 5.95% 
Level 2 140600 84,000 0.8066 0.45% 0.0175 4.17% 
Level 3 160800 128,000 0.8098 0.85% 0.0173 2.98% 

CST 140600 84,000 0.8020 0.12% 0.0172 2.38% 
B–spline 140600 84,000 0.8013 0.21% 0.0173 2.98% 

For all the three levels of grids, the lift and drag coefficients achieve proper agreement with experimental results. With 
the cells number increasing, the errors of Cl and Cd are under 1% and 5%, respectively. Considering both the computational 
burden and accuracy, the Level 2 is finally selected for the following optimization. The results of fitted profile by CST and 
B–spline is also very close to original shape, indicating that the geometry fitting errors are acceptable. Figure 8 shows the 
computational grid including global domain and the region near the airfoil surface. 

  

(a) Global domain (b) Near surface 

Figure 8 Computational grid of RAE2822 
Figure 9 compares the pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution of CFD results and experiment. Good agreement is 

achieved on both lower and upper surface. Especially, the shock wave position is captured accurately. Thus the numerical 
model is validated to carry out the following aerodynamic performance. 

 

Figure 9 Comparison of pressure coefficient between CFD results (blue) and experiment (red) 
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Optimization Strategy 
The optimization problem is the lift-drag ratio maximization of RAE2822 using the above three parameterization 

methods. The lift-drag ratio is defined as Cl/Cd, where Cl is the lift coefficient and Cd the drag coefficient. The optimization 
problem is written as: 

 
max /

. . , 1, ,2,
l d

i i i

C C

s t lob DV iupb n  
 (11) 

where DVi represents the design variables and n is the number of DVs; lobi and upbi is the lower and upper boundary for 
each design variable, respectively. For the design variables of each method: 

(a) FFD: A 25 control volume is set as Figure 2. The control points at leading edge and trailing edge keep unchanged 
to maintain the shape. Meanwhile the remaining 6 control points at the middle are allowed to move in the y-direction, 
bringing 6 design variables. 

(b) CST: 5 parameters in shape function Ai are used to control the upper and the lower surface, respectively, resulting 
a total of 10 design variables. 

(c) B–spline: For the B–spline control points shown in Figure 5(b), the leftmost and rightmost control points remain 
still to maintain the leading and trailing edges. Then the remaining 10 control points are allowed to move in the y-direction 
to control the airfoil surface. 

For each method, the maximum deforming range of airfoil is set as 25% of the relative thickness along the chord in 
order to cover the same design space. According to the deforming range, the upper and lower boundary of design variables 
are inversely calculated. To start with, the orthogonal design (OD) is carried out according the variables number and range 
of each method. The number of samples is shown in Table 3. Then the samples are calculated and their aerodynamic 
performances are obtained. Using this data, a Kriging model is trained as surrogate model to replace CFD simulation. To 
ensure the predicting accuracy, a Leave-one-out (LOO) validation is undertaken. Finally, the genetic algorithm (GA) is 
implemented using the well-trained surrogate model.  

Table 3 Parameters and ranges of the FFD, CST and B–spline methods 
Methods Number of design variables Orthogonal design samples Range 

FFD 6 64 
25% thickness CST 10 81 

B–spline 10 81 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Surrogate Model Training 
In this work, we train Kriging model with gauss covariance function using the established data base for the three 

methods. During the training process, the sample set is split into training set and testing set in a cross-validation manner. 
The model hyperparameters are obtained by minimizing the cross-validation errors. 

Since Kriging model is applied in the optimization process, a leave-one-out (LOO) validation is undertaken to evaluate 
the prediction error. Figure 10 shows the LOO results of surrogate model built by the three methods. The vertical axis is 
the model error of the lift-drag ratio. The horizontal axis is the sample number, from 1 to n, in descending order of the 
error. For each method, the prediction error brought by surrogate model is less than 8%. Therefore, these well-trained 
surrogate models are capable of predicting the objective function during the optimization. 

   

(a) FFD (b) CST (c) B–spline 

Figure 10 LOO validation results of Kriging model built by FFD (a), CST (b) and B–spline (c) 

Convergence Process 
Figure 11 shows the convergence process of the three methods. Though all methods converge to a similar level of lift-

drag ratio, FFD achieves a higher value from about 40 iterations. The reason is that the fewer design variables of FFD 
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reduce the difficulty of optimization and accelerate convergence. As for the CST and B–spline, more variables are required 
in fitting original shape. The increase of design variables leads to a higher-dimensional design space and brings difficulties 
to GA optimization. 

 

Figure 11 Convergence process of FFD, CST and B–spline method 

Optimization Results 
Table 4 shows the final optimized lift-drag ratio, lift coefficient Cl and drag coefficient Cd of FFD, CST and B–spline 

methods together with the baseline. Each method achieves an approximately 50% improvement on lift-drag ratio, and the 
drag coefficient is also reduced to varying degrees. Noting that FFD improves lift-drag ratio mainly by increasing Cl (above 
20%), while CST and B–spline by decreasing Cd (around 38%). In fact, there is a slight reduction of Cl comparing with 
baseline after optimization by CST and B–spline. This means that the application of FFD finds a different optimization 
direction from CST and B–spline. 

Table 4 Optimized result of the FFD, CST and B–spline methods 
Methods Lift-drag ratio Improvement Cl Improvement Cd Improvement 
Baseline 46.0651 — 0.8066 — 0.0175 — 

FFD 69.5447 +50.97% 0.9901 +22.75% 0.0142 18.86% 
CST 69.4606 +50.78% 0.7644 5.23% 0.0110 37.14% 

B–spline 68.8498 +49.46% 0.7469 7.40% 0.0108 38.29% 
The optimized profile of the three methods are compared in Figure 12. The upper and lower boundaries of design space 

is also presented in dashed lines. In general, the CST and B–spline obtain similar profiles different from FFD, which is 
consistent with the lift-drag ratio result. Nevertheless, the shape of B–spline at leading edge of the lower surface slightly 
differs from that of CST, thereby resulting a minimum Cd of in the optimization results. For the FFD method, the shape is 
almost the same as that of CST at leading edge of the upper and lower surfaces. However, the shape at the middle and 
trailing edge of the airfoil is more curved than the other two methods, resulting in a significant Cl improvement. 

 

Figure 12 Comparison of optimized profile of FFD, CST and B–spline 
The surface pressure coefficient Cp distribution of the optimized profiles are plotted in Figure 13. At the leading edge, 

the less blunt optimized airfoils reduce the shock intensity. The leading edge Cp peak is increased in all methods, while 
FFD increases the most. Considering the pitch moment coefficients (Cm), the baseline is –0.0853, while the optimized 
shapes by FFD, CST, B–spline are –0.121, –0.0968 and –0.0886, respectively. The increased rear load accounts for the 
raising in Cm of the optimized profile by FFD method. 
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Figure 13 Comparison of the surface pressure coefficient distribution of optimized profile 
Figure 14 compares the pressure coefficient Cp of flow field near the optimized airfoil. The shock waves are all 

weakened in the three methods. Though, the shock wave of FFD moves downstream, while CST and B–spline move 
upstream. The leading edge Cp peak in the three methods is clearly distinguished from baseline’s. In the FFD method, the 
lower surface Cp increases, especially in the middle and the trailing edge. The load is increased at the trailing half of the 
airfoil, thereby a higher Cl is obtained. 

  

(a) Baseline (b) FFD 

  

(c) CST (d) B–spline 

Figure 14 Comparison of pressure coefficient of flow field around optimized airfoil  
Above all, FFD, CST and B-spline obtain similar optimized lift-drag ratio. Particularly, FFD finds a different 

optimization direction from CST and B–spline and achieves a higher lift coefficient. Compared with the traditional CST 
and B–spline methods, FFD accelerates the optimization convergence with fewer variables, thus improves the design 
efficiency. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Three parameterization methods, namely, Free-form Deformation (FFD), Class–Shape Transformation (CST) and B–

spline are compared with respect their fitting ability and effectiveness in aerodynamic shape optimization (ASO). Since 
applying FFD has no need to fit original shape, this study used FFD transforms airfoil RAE2822 into SC1095 to 
demonstrate its fitting ability. All the three methods can fit the desired shape within a similar level of fitting error, while 
FFD shows flexible deformability and CST is naturally suitable for airfoil for its class function. In the lift-drag ratio 
maximization optimization of RAE2822, all the three methods achieve a near objective value. Though, FFD improves lift-
drag ratio mainly by increasing lift coefficient, while CST and B–spline by reducing drag coefficient. This means that FFD 
can obtain a different optimization direction from traditional parameterization methods. Meanwhile, FFD uses the fewest 
design variables in the three and therefore converges in earlier iterations. The comparison demonstrates that FFD can 
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realized flexible deformation with fewer parameters, thus can reduce the amount of samples and accelerates convergence. 
The application of FFD is beneficial to improve the efficiency of aerodynamic design optimization. 
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